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Abstract. The neutral beam deposition model in the BEAMS3D code is validated

against neutral beam attenuation data from Wendelstein 7-X (W7-X). A set

of experimental discharges where the neutral beam injection system of W7-

X was utilized were reconstructed. These discharges scanned the magnetic

configurations and plasma densities of W7-X. The equilibrium reconstructions were

performed using STELLOPT which calculates three-dimensional self-consistent ideal

magnetohydrodynamic equilibria and kinetic profiles. These reconstructions leveraged

new capabilities to incorporate electron cyclotron emission and X-ray imaging

diagnostics in the STELLOPT code. The reconstructed equilibria and profiles served as

inputs for BEAMS3D calculations of neutral beam deposition in W7-X. It is found that

if reconstructed kinetic profiles are utilized, good agreement between measured and
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simulated beam attenuation is found. As deposition models provide initial conditions

for fast-ion slowing down calculations, this work provides a first step towards validating

our ability to predict fast ion confinement in stellarators.

Submitted to: Nuclear Fusion
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1. Introduction

Validation of numerical models against experimental data requires that the inputs to

said models accurately reflect the state of the experiment to which comparisons are

being made. In the case of neutral beam modeling, the plasma profiles (electron density,

electron temperature, ion temperature, effective ion charge number, and radial electric

field), beam geometry, and magnetic fields serve as the model inputs. In this work, the

plasma profiles and magnetic fields are matched to experimental measures through three

dimensional equilibrium reconstructions of Wendelstein 7-X (W7-X) plasmas [1] using

the STELLOPT code [2]. The resulting profiles and self-consistent three dimensional

ideal magnetohydrodynamic equilibria serve as inputs to the BEAMS3D neutral beam

code [3]. Simulations with this code are compared against measurements of neutral

beam attenuation allowing validation of the neutral beam model. Validated models of

neutral beam deposition are key to validating energetic particle slowing down models.

These are in-turn key to validating wall losses and thereby providing validated tools for

energetic particle confinement in stellarators. With a validated tool for energetic particle

confinement one can make predictive estimates of alpha confinement in a stellarator

reactor.

Commissioning of the first neutral beam line on W7-X during the first divertor

campaign allowed preliminary assessment of neutral beam injection (NBI) [4]. Two

of four sources were installed in the NI21 beam box allowing for counter-injection of

55 keV H0 particles (here counter implies a direction in which current drive raises the

rotational transform). In this work we concern ourselves with six discharges which scan

both magnetic configuration and plasma density. In five of these discharges, the NBI

was fired into plasmas supported by approximately 4 MW of X-mode electron cyclotron

resonance heating (ECRH). A sixth discharge is also considered which is performed

without any additional ECRH and demonstrates NBI operation over a wide range of

densities. Measurements of beam attenuation provide a basis for validating the neutral

beam deposition model in the BEAMS3D code.

In order to provide the BEAMS3D code with an accurate depiction of the plasma,

three dimensional equilibrium reconstructions of the W7-X plasma discharges were

performed. The process of equilibrium reconstruction is one in which the inputs of an

equilibrium model are varied such that a match between synthetic diagnostic measures

and measured quantities is found. In this work, we utilize the STELLOPT code which

has previously been applied as a reconstruction tool for the plasmas of Wendelstein 7-AS

[5], the Large Helical Device [6], and DIII-D [7]. Additionally, it has been used to assess

the effect of three-dimensional coils in ITER [8]. The equilibrium model in STELLOPT

is the variational moments equilibrium code (VMEC) which has been widely used in

the stellarator community [9]. This code enforces the constraint of continuously nested

magnetic flux surfaces through, albeit weak, shielding currents [10]. The DIAGNO code

[11] provides a synthetic diagnostic model for flux loops and Rogowski coils on W7-X.

A newly developed interface between STELLOPT and the TRAVIS code provides a
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synthetic electron cyclotron emission (ECE) model [12]. The X-Ray Imaging Crystal

Spectrometer (XICS) and line-integrated effective ion charge (Zeff ) diagnostics have

been included in the STELLOPT reconstruction model.

With the reconstructed profile data and self-consistent VMEC equilibria the

deposition profile of the BEAMS3D code can be compared against experimental

measurements of beam attenuation. Spectroscopic diagnostics in W7-X view the beam-

line and provide measurements of the attenuation of the neutral beam [13]. In addition,

partial measurements with infrared cameras help to verify the beam geometry. In the

next section we describe the experimental parameters and codes used in this work in

more detail. In sections 3 and 4 the equilibrium reconstructions and beam attenuation

calculations are discussed. Finally in section 5 we discuss the results and look at future

work and applications.

2. Methods

A set of discharges varying magnetic configuration and electron density are considered.

These are all nominally 4 MW ECRH discharges with additional NBI heating, with

the exception of one in which ECRH is only used for plasma startup. Preliminary

analysis is performed using a rapid profile fitting algorithm which does not compute

self-consistent three-dimensional equilibria. This accelerates full three-dimensional

equilibrium reconstruction by providing a good first approximation. Fully self-consistent

three dimensional magnetohydrodynamical equilibria are then calculated using the

STELLOPT code. In doing so diagnostics such as electron cyclotron emission (ECE) and

magnetic diagnostics may be included in the reconstruction. This step provides input

parameters for the BEAMS3D neutral beam injection and energetic particle following

code. These simulations provide data allowing comparisons to be made with measured

beam parameters.

2.1. Experimental overview

Table 1. Overview of discharges considered in this work. Discharges were chosen to

provide a scan of plasma density, magnetic configurations, and heating schemes.

Shot ID Mag. Config. Heating Central Density [m−3] Edge Iota Mirror Ratio

20180812.12 Standard ECRH + NBI 5× 1019 5/5 0.04

20180812.17 Standard ECRH + NBI 2× 1019 5/5 0.04

20180812.19 Standard ECRH + NBI 8× 1019 5/5 0.04

20180822.12 High Iota ECRH + NBI 5× 1019 5/4 0.05

20180823.12 High Mirror ECRH + NBI 5× 1019 5/5 0.10

20181009.43 High Mirror NBI 20× 1019 5/5 0.10
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Figure 1. Overview plots depicting an ECRH+NBI discharge (left) and one purely

supported by NBI (right). In the ECRH, discharge the NBI is fired around 4.5 s into

the discharge.

For the purposes of this work six discharges (Table 1) were considered. In the

majority of these discharges the NBI was added on top of 4 MW of ECRH. In discharge

20181009.43, 2 MW of ECRH was used to initiate the plasma for 1 s at which point

it was turned off. Simultaneous with the ECRH turn-off, the NBI system fired for

5 s, creating a discharge purely supported by NBI. The standard and high mirror

configurations utilize the m/n = 5/5 island chain while the high iota configuration has

a m/n = 5/4 edge island chain. The high iota and standard magnetic configurations

have mirror ratios of ∼ 0.05 while the high mirror configuration has a mirror ratio of

∼ 0.10. The mirror ratio is defined as the ratio of the magnetic field strength across a

half-field period (from high to low field).

Figure 1 depicts an overview of these two types of discharge. The inclusion

of NBI into an ECRH discharge results in a slight increase in the electron density

with an abrupt change in the measured diamagnetic energy. Little to no change in

ion temperature occurs during these discharges, which is consistent with attempts to

increase the ion temperature through additional ECRH and increased densities. The

discharge supported by pure NBI heating shows a continual density rise, with peaking

of the density profile evident after 4 s into the discharge. The peaking can be inferred

from the core Thomson scattering value rising above the line integrated density. The

ion and electron temperatures show a slight decrease over the duration of the discharge
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Figure 2. Poincaré plot (black) for the W7-X standard configuration with VMEC

WAPID FIT equilibria overlaid (red). The VMEC boundary, ρ = 0.5 and magnetic

axis are depicted. A good fit between vacuum and equilibrium flux surfaces is found.

The full and half-period symmetry planes are depicted left and right respectively.

with mean values around 1 keV .

2.2. Rapid profile fitting

In order to aide in analysis a rapid profile analysis tool for W7-X was developed,

WAPID FIT. This code use pre-computed diagnostic lookup-tables to fit simple profile

functions to various diagnostic measures. These lookup tables are based on diagnostic

geometry and VMEC equilibria fitted to the W7-X vacuum last closed flux surfaces.

While this introduces a number of approximations, it significantly increases the

computational speed of profile fitting. Within a couple of seconds electron temperature,

electron density and ion temperature profiles can be generated from experimental

measures. This speedup allows entire discharges to be analyzed.

The diagnostic lookup tables are generated from zero current, zero pressure

VMEC equilibria, and contain inversion data for a multitude of diagnostics. The

equilibria themselves are produced by fitting boundary shapes to the vacuum last

closed flux surface for a given magnetic configuration. Care is taken to ensure that

the fixed boundary VMEC calculation captures the magnetic axis location, and that

the PHIEDGE parameter is chosen to match the vacuum field level used in experiments

(usually 2.52 T on axis). Figure 2 depicts such a fit. For diagnostics, like charge

exchange and Thomson scattering, the coordinates of measurement points in Cartesian

space are mapped into the equilibrium space (s = Φ/Φedge, where Φ is toroidal flux)

and recorded in the lookup file for a given configuration. For line-integrated quantities

such as interferometry and the XICS system, 256 data points across each channel of the

diagnostic are inverted and recorded. The local poloidal angle of data points are stored
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so that poloidal variation may be included in the future.

Fits are produced for time slices centered around the firing of the Thomson

scattering laser system. The electron density is first fit in a normalized sense using

a truncated Gaussian formula of the form

fgauss trunc (ρ) = C0 +
C1

1− e−(1/C2)2

(
e−(ρ/C2)2 − e−(1/C2)2

)
, (1)

where Ck are coefficients and ρ =
√
s is the radial coordinate. A scaling coefficient is then

fit using this profile and the line integrate density as obtained from the interferometer

signal.The electron temperature as measured by Thomson scattering is then fit using a

two-power function of the form

ftwo power (ρ) = C0

(
1− ρC1

)C2

. (2)

An 8 knot spline is used to represent an effective emissivity (ε) and fit to the measured

brightness for each of the 26 XICS channels [14]. The XICS measured ion temperature

is a convolution of the effective ion temperature and this emissivity. The signals are

modeled with

fXICSBrightness channel =
∫
ε (ρ) dl (3)

fXICSTi channel
=
∫
ε (ρ)Ti (ρ) dl (4)

fXICSTe channel =
∫
εsatdl =

∫
ε (ρ)Ffit (Te) dl, (5)

where the integration is over the channel line of sight, Ti is the ion temperature, Te
is the electron temperature, and ε (the local emissivity) is held fixed during the fit of

Ti and Te. The quantity Ffit is a function of electron temperature determined from

experimental spectroscopic measurements. A two-power profile is used for the ion and

electron temperature profiles.

During NBI operation the charge exchange recombination system (CXRS) measures

parameters along the beam-line, including the ion temperature [13]. A two-power profile

is used for the fit of this data, with the lookup table providing the mapping between

cartesian space and ρ for each channel.

The WAPID FIT code provides a quick and simple automated fit of a subset of the

W7-X diagnostic data. An example of the fit parameters for a single time slice is shown

in figure 3. The upper left plot shows the various ion and electron temperature profiles

plotted against the electron temperatures as measured by the Thomson scattering

system. The electron temperature as fit from Thomson and XICS appear in good

agreement with the XICS being slightly higher in temperature than the Thomson. The

ion temperatures between CXRS and XICS show a large disagreement in the core. In

the lower center plot, the ion temperature calculated by XICS has been projected onto

the coordinates of the CXRS system. This indicates that the disagreement is not a

simple matter of diagnostic interpretation. The profile data from WAPID FIT is used

as an initial condition for full equilibrium reconstructions using the STELLOPT code.
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Figure 3. Overview of a WAPID FIT analysis for a single time slice. Each frame

corresponds to a different diagnostic. Simulated values show as red crosses (+) with

measured values as circles (o). The XICS channels go from edge (1) to core views (26).

Where appropriate the radial profiles have been shown.

2.3. Equilibrium reconstruction with STELLOPT

A full three-dimensional equilibrium reconstruction can be provided by the stellarator

optimization (STELLOPT) code. The STELLOPT code performs a chi-squared (χ2)

minimization of a set of user selectable target functionals, where the optimized quantities

are the inputs to the VMEC equilibrium code. The chi-squared functional has the form

χ2 (x1...xj) =
m∑
i=1

[
yi − fi (x1, ...xj)

σi

]2

(6)
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where j is an index over the input parameters x, i is summed over the m target

functionals, yi are the desired values of the functionals, fi are the functionals, and σi
are weights on the functionals. Minimization in this work is performed using a modified

Levenberg-Marquardt algorithm. The result is an equilibrium model with self-consistent

pressure, current and magnetic field which has been fit to various diagnostic measures.

Table 2. Number of free parameters in the equilibrium reconstruction.

Toroidal Current Pressure Scaling Factor Enclosed Toroidal Flux

1 1 1

Current Density Profile Electron Density Profile Electron Temperature Profile

6 5 4

Ion Temperature Profile XICS Emissivity Profile Effective Ion Charge

4 8 1

When performing an equilibrium reconstruction the code varies input parameters

to the VMEC code related to the pressure profile, current density profile, and magnetic

configuration. The pressure profile is treated as a composite of temperature and density

profiles where it is assumed all quantities are functions of the normalized toroidal flux

p (s) = ne (s) kB (Te (s) + Ti (s) /Zeff (s)) . (7)

In this equation s = Φ/Φedge is the normalized toroidal flux, p the plasma pressure, ne
the electron density, kB Boltzmann’s constant, Te the electron temperature, Ti the

ion temperature, and Zeff the effective ion charge number. The electron and ion

temperature are modeled with 6 knot splines. The last knot at s = 1.0 is held fixed at

zero. The electron density is modeled as a 5 knot spline however, unlike the temperature

profiles, the edge value at s = 1.0 is allowed to vary. The effective ion charge number is

modeled as a constant across the plasma. The current density profile is modeled with

a power series. As the discharges were low plasma beta, fixed boundary equilibria were

used in this work but the enclosed toroidal flux was allowed to vary. Table 2 provides

an overview of the varied quantities.

The target functionals included for reconstruction include magnetic diagnostics

(flux loops and Rogowski’s) [15, 16], Thomson scattering [17, 18], ECE [19], XICS

[14], line integrated Z-effective[20], and CXRS [13]. Figure 5 depicts the diagnostic

measurements mapped into a single field period of the device. The magnetic diagnostic

response is modeled using the DIAGNO code. Eight saddle coils in one field period along

with the uncompensated diamagnetic loops are targeted. A subset of the segmented

Rogowski coils is considered in this work along with the full Rogowski coil. Both the

high and low field side Thomson channels are considered in this work and coordinate

inversion is handled by the STELLOPT code.

Recently the STELLOPT code has been upgraded to include a synthetic diagnostic

for the XICS system where equations 3, 4, and 5 are solved. The line integrals of the
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Figure 4. Depiction of the W7-X magnetic diagnostic set and interferometer chord.

The diamagnetic loops (cyan), flux loops (blue), full Rogowski (red), and partial

Rogowski coils (magenta) are mapped to a single field period. The Thomson data

points lie along the interferometer chord (yellow). The magnitude of the magnetic

field has been depicted at the last closed flux surface for half a field period.

effective emissivity, ion temperature, electron temperature, and rotation are modeled

using the same line integration methods employed for the line integrated density as

determined by the interferometer. The code approximates the line integral using 256

points across the plasma for each of the channels. In this work we have neglected

the measurement of poloidal rotation as it does not affect the VMEC equilibrium or

deposition model in BEAM3D [21]. While not needed for the deposition calculation the

radial electric field changes particle orbits through the ~E × ~B drift term.

The inclusion of the ECE diagnostic in STELLOPT has been made possible by

a coupling to the TRAVIS code. TRAVIS is a ray tracing code which simulates the

radiated power as observed by the ECE system on W7-X. In this work both the X-

mode and O-Mode contributions to the radiated power are considered. The use of the

TRAVIS model is necessary as it has been found that the cold resonances do not appear

to provide a good approximation to W7-X plasmas.
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Figure 5. Depiction of the W7-X XICS chord lines (yellow) as they pass through

the plasma. A VMEC equilibrium has been utilized to visualize the plasma in red. A

select set of surfaces passing through the chord plane have been highlighted in white.

In this work the current density is modeling using profile of the form

j(s) = −4
√
s+ 4

√
s3 +

6∑
n=0

ans
n. (8)

In this equation the first two terms are chosen to mimic a bootstrap-like current density

profile in ρ =
√
s. This bootstrap-like profile is zero at s = 0 and s = 1 with a

maximum value at s = 0.25 (ρ = 0.5). The coefficients (an) are allowed to vary during

the reconstruction to account for driven and induced contributions to to the total current

density profile. The profile itself is renormalized to the total toroidal current which is

also allowed to vary during reconstruction. The necessity of this second term is due

to the long current relaxation time in W7-X and the presence of neutral beam and

electron-cyclotron current drive.
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Figure 6. Depiction of the NBI geometry for source 7 and 8. The blue arrows depict

the centerline of the beam lines for the sources. The superconducting coils (cyan) and

VMEC last closed flux surface have been depicted for reference. The perturbative

auxiliary coils are depicted in yellow and magenta, respectively.

2.4. Deposition modeling with BEAMS3D

The BEAMS3D code is a 3D energetic particle code which simulates both the gyrocenter

orbits of energetic particles and their generation by neutral beam injection. The

reconstructed VMEC equilibrium and profiles serve as inputs to the BEAMS3D neutral

beam code. In this work we focus on the validation of the neutral beam deposition

model in the code.

The BEAMS3D code utilizes a cylindrical grid upon which all computations are

preformed. In this work a grid of 128 radial, 128 vertical, and 32 toroidal grid points

are considered. The radial grid has an extent of R = [4.5, 7] m, a vertical extent of

Z = [−1.5, 1.5] m, and extends toroidally over one field period φ = [0, 2π/5] rad.

During initialization each grid point is inverted into the s, u, v space of the VMEC

equilibrium (where u is a poloidal-like angle and v is a toroidal-like angle). Points lying

inside the VMEC equilibrium have the components of the magnetic field (and normalized

toroidal flux) taken directly from VMEC. Points outside the equilibrium are assumed

to be in vacuum and have their magnetic field taken from a linear superposition of the

fields arising from the vacuum field coils and the plasma current (via virtual casing). The

electron density, electron temperature, ion temperature, and effective charge number are

also placed on this grid using the s coordinate obtained from VMEC (values outside the

VMEC domain are taken to be zero). Finally, a three dimensional cubic Hermite spline

is made over these grids. This is done to provide a smooth transition to the vacuum

region and avoids ringing of the quantities.
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Figure 7. Experimental (left) and simulated (right) divertor IR camera image showing

agreement between simulated and measured beam dump hot spot. The hotspot has

been highlighted via a circle.

As the code is Monte-Carlo in nature, an ensemble of neutral particles is tracked

into the plasma for each source in the neutral beam, and each energy of the beam.

The neutral beams in W7-X are composed of two RF sources (S7 and S8) which

are accelerated by a 55 kV grid, producing hydrogen populations at E = 55 keV ,

E/2 = 27.5 keV , and E/3 = 18.3 keV . Thus a total of 6 beam populations are

considered in this work. Figure 6 shows the NBI geometry for the two sources relative

to the W7-X plasma and wall structure. The sources fire across each other resulting

in one beam-line being slightly more radial and another being slightly more tangential.

Recently the code has been extended to include the acceleration grid geometry and the

effect of the three dimensional duct geometry. The acceleration grids are composed of

774 beamlets which span a region ∼ 24 cm across and ∼ 50 cm in height. The upper

and lower half of each grid are slightly angled to focus the beam. Power fractions of

55%, 31%, and 14% (E,E/2, E/3) were assumed for these simulations although, this

parameters do not influence the deposition results (1.8 MW assumed source power).

In order to assess the accuracy of the neutral beam geometry a simulation was

performed with no plasma and compared to IR camera images of the NBI system firing

into the torus with no plasma breakdown. This IR camera view was optimized for

divertor safety, as a result only a partial view of one source hot-spot was possible.

Figure 7 shows camera data and synthetic views using simulation data. In general,

good agreement was seen for the base parameters which is consistent with other works

[22].

Neutral beam deposition is calculated by following particle trajectories in three

stages. In the first stage a particle is followed into the plasma recording the point along

the trajectory just outside the equilibrium domain but within 1 cm of the equilibrium

domain. In the second step a similar point is found where the neutral trajectory leaves

the equilibrium domain. In the third step, the electron temperature, ion temperature,

electron density and effective ion charge number are evaluated at 256 points between
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Figure 8. Synthetic diagnostic for neutral beam attenuation for BEAM3D (o),

FIDASIM (square), VENUS-NBI (triangle), and BBNBI (+) codes. Discrepancies

between the codes are attributed to handling of background grids and ionization

algorithms. Attenuation is relative to the first channel at R ∼ 5.95 m.

these two end points. These values are then used to calculate the ion-impact (〈σiiv〉),
electron-impact (〈σeiv〉), and charge exchange cross-sections (〈σcxv〉) using the ADAS

reaction tables. The probability of ionization is then calculated along the trajectory

with the form

f(x) =
∫ x

0
fe−∆t(〈σiiv〉+〈σeiv〉+〈σcxv〉)nedx (9)

where the integral is meant to imply a cumulative sum, ne is the local electron density

and ∆t is the time step. It should be noted that the presence of ne in this equation is due

to normalizations coming from the ADAS reaction tables. The ion impact and charge

exchange coefficients are functions of the effective charge number. A random number

between 0 and 1 is chosen for each particle and when the probability of ionization exceeds

this number the particle is considered ionized. Particle which do not exceed this number

are then followed to the wall and their collision with the wall is recorded. When a particle

is ionized the gyrocenter is determined by assuming a random gyro-phase and stepping

by the local plasma parameters accordingly.

In the experiment the beam attenuation is measured using spectroscopic
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measurements of the n = 3 emission for multiple sight lines crossing the beam geometry.

In order to compare simulations with measurements a synthetic diagnostic has been

developed. The positions at which the Monte-Carlo neutral particles ionize are binned

along sight-lines of the diagnostic to provide a comparable measure. Figure 8 depicts

this synthetic beam attenuation measurement for the BEAMS3D, FIDASIM [23, 24],

VENUS-NBI [25], and BBNBI codes [26]. FIDASIM and BEAMS3D utilize an interface

to ADAS data [27], while BBNBI and VENUS-NBI uses the Suzuki model for charge

exchange of the neutral particles [28]. In these plots, attenuation refers to the amount

of beam remaining, thus 100% of the beam is measured at the right hand side of the

plot, where injection takes place. In the W7-X experimental profiles (documented in the

next section) the plasma density is finite at the equilibrium boundary while electron and

ion temperatures are taken to go to zero at the equilibrium boundary. This results in

large beam stopping coefficients, requiring careful treatment of these regions to prevent

anomalously high values of particle deposition. For BBNBI this results in anomalously

low values of shine through, and thus the discrepancy in the plot. Assessment and

correction of this effect will be the subject of future work. It should also be noted that

relative beam attenuation profiles are plotted for comparison with measurements which

have not yet been absolutely calibrated.

3. Reconstructed Equilibria

Table 3. Overview of reconstructed central electron temperature (Te0), central ion

temperature (Ti0), central electron density (ne0), total toroidal current (Itor), and

average plasma beta (< β >) for the time slices considered in this work.

Shot ID Time Slice [ms] Te0 [keV] Ti0 [keV] ne0 [m−3] Itor [kA] < β > [%]

20180812.12 5100 3.33 1.72 6.37× 1019 -2.63 0.5

20180812.17 4600 4.70 1.68 2.80× 1019 -1.27 0.3

20180812.19 4800 2.30 1.71 11.3× 1019 -1.48 0.6

20180822.12 6600 2.55 1.76 5.82× 1019 1.15 0.4

20180823.20 5200 2.39 1.57 7.39× 1019 -0.30 0.4

20181009.43 1500 1.15 1.30 10.5× 1019 0.05 0.4

20181009.43 2500 1.25 1.40 11.8× 1019 0.50 0.4

20181009.43 3500 1.10 1.27 17.0× 1019 0.92 0.5

20181009.43 4500 0.96 1.11 21.1× 1019 1.07 0.6

20181009.43 5500 0.84 1.01 27.8× 1019 1.54 0.6

The equilibrium reconstructions provide adequate profile information for the

modeling of beam deposition with the BEAMS3D code. Table 3 depicts key quantities

for the reconstructed time slices. In general, the plasma betas and currents were small
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Figure 9. Reconstructed XICS Brightness data (right) depicted against a rendering of

the effective emissivity profile in the XICS toroidal plane for the standard configuration

medium density discharge (20180821.12).

and played only a modest role in the reconstructions (through shifts in the core flux

surfaces). In the following subsections, the medium density standard configuration

discharge (20180821.12) will be used as an example of the reconstructed parameters.

3.1. XICS Effective Emissivity

The forward model of the XICS data requires that the effective emissivity be

reconstructed. The value of this effective emissivity can be related back to the density

of the Argon charge states, but this is out of the scope of this paper. It should also be

noted that the effective emissivity does not directly influence the equilibrium calculation

itself, but rather just the forward modeling of the XICS ion and electron temperature

measurements. Figure 9 depicts a stereotypical reconstructed emissivity mapped into

the toroidal plane of the XICS system. A hollow emissivity profile provides an excellent

fit to the measured brightness from the XICS system. It has been suggested that the

slight up-down asymmetry seen in the core region of the brightness could be addressed

through variation of the brightness along a flux surface.
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Figure 10. Reconstructed electron temperature profiles for the density/configuration

scan (left) and the pure NBI discharge (right).

3.2. Electron Temperature Profiles

Of the discharges considered, the electron temperature was well diagnosed by Thomson

scattering, ECE, and XICS. The exception being the NBI only discharge (20181009.43)

which achieved densities above the X2 emission cutoff, and had poor signal for the

XICS system (due to insufficient Argon density). In that discharge, only Thomson was

available for electron temperature data. Figure 10 depicts the reconstructed temperature

profiles for the discharges. The high density standard configuration discharge exhibits

a higher temperature due to the necessity of higher ECRH power at that density.

Differences in electron temperature may also be attributed to differences in ECRH

power between discharges.

Figure 11 depicts the forward model of the Thomson electron temperature based

on the reconstructed electron temperature profile. The magnetic axis location (depicted

by the dashed line) agrees well with the peak in the measured electron temperature.

In the edge regions the model agrees well with measurements. The reconstructed core

electron temperature appears slightly cooler than that measured by Thomson. Given

the magnitude of the error bars, this slight disagreement is reasonable. It is mostly

likely due to the ECE and XICS measurements suggesting a slightly smaller value of

core electron temperature. Large error bars in the plot for channels on the lefthand side

of the plot can be attributed to laser stability and calibration issues.

Figure 12 depicts the forward model of the ECE emission for this medium density

standard configuration discharge. Here the TRAVIS code is used to provide a forward

model. In general a good agreement is found between the measured and reconstructed

ECE signal. It should be noted that good agreement is only found if the optimizer is

allowed to vary the magnetic field strength (through the enclosed toroidal flux variable,

PHIEDGE). This is because ECE provides a mapping between electron temperature

and the magnetic field strength (in the simplest approximation). This as opposed

to Thomson which provides a mapping between electron temperature and real space.
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Figure 11. Reconstructed Thomson data for the medium density standard

configuration discharge (20180821.12). Not all data points were considered in the

reconstructions, only those whose forward model is depicted.

Reconstructing with both signals provides a strong constraint on the equilibrium. It

should also be noted that the electron density enters into this calculation as well. Finally,

both the X and O-mode contributions were included in the reconstruction in order to

get good agreement on the low field (low frequency) side of the spectrum.

The XICS system also provides a measurement of the electron temperature through

the measurement of satellite lines. Figure 13 shows an example of such a reconstruction.

In general, good agreement is found for most channels. In the edge it is clear that the

signal is low which which is not to say that the electron temperature is low, just that

as the electron temperature drops below 1 keV the signal becomes vanishingly small. It

should also be noted that the peak in this XICS measurement does not correlate with

a peak in the electron density. It would appear that path length through the plasma

plays a major role in the signal along with the peak in XICS brightness. This highlights

the need for performing reconstructions when interpreting data such as this.
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Figure 12. Reconstructed ECE data for the medium density standard configuration

discharge (20180821.12). Not all data points were considered in the reconstructions,

only those whose forward model is depicted.

3.3. Ion Temperature Profiles

The ion temperature in these discharges was measured by both XICS and CXRS

systems. Figure 14 shows the reconstructed ion temperature profiles for the discharges

and timeslices considered in this work. The discharges in which NBI was fired into

an ECRH plasma show relatively consistent profiles with little appreciable variation in

ion temperature. This appears consistent with the current understanding of ion heat

transport in W7-X [29]. The pure NBI discharge shows a general trend of decreasing

ion temperature as the discharge evolves. This appears consistent with a plasma which

has an ever increasing density at fixed injected power.

Figure 15 shows the reconstructed and measured CXRS data for a stereotypical

discharge. The agreement here is adequate for the purposes of neutral beam deposition

modeling (as will be shown in the next section), as the deposition is only weakly

dependent on the ion temperature. Scatter in the dataset can be linked to possible non-

locality in the measurements. Specifically, we are treating the CXRS measurements as

point measurements at which the ion temperature is measured. But the actual system

integrates over the width of the neutral beam line.
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Figure 13. Reconstructed XICS electron temperature data for the medium density

standard configuration discharge (20180821.12).

Figure 14. Reconstructed ion temperature profiles for the density/configuration scan

(left) and the pure NBI discharge (right).

The agreement between reconstructed and measured XICS signals appears very

good. Figure 16 shows the detail of this agreement. It should be noted that because

the XICS brightness in the edge channels is low, the reconstructed temperature profile
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Figure 15. Reconstructed CXRS ion temperature data for the medium density

standard configuration discharge (20180821.12).

is not strongly determined in the edge. For this discharge a slight hollowness in the

very core of the plasma is seen. Given the scatter in the CXRS data and good fit to the

XICS this may be evidence of off-axis heating due to beam deposition. Such analysis is

left to future work.

3.4. Electron Density Profiles

The electron density profiles for the ECRH discharges are remarkably similar in shape

while the NBI only discharge shows a clear peaking in the density profile (figure 17). The

discharges with ECRH have flat density profiles inside of r/a = 0.5 which is consistent

with the majority of non-pellet fueled discharges in W7-X. Meanwhile the NBI only

discharge shows a strong peaking of the density profile inside of r/a = 0.5 and almost

no-change in the density profile outside this region.

The reconstructed Thomson data is shown in figure 18, along with the reconstructed

line integrated density and effective ion charge number (Zeff ). The fit to the data

appears adequate given the scatter in the datapoint for the discharge. During the

reconstruction process STELLOPT normalizes the Thomson data when comparing the
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Figure 16. Reconstructed XICS ion temperature data for the medium density

standard configuration discharge (20180821.12).

Figure 17. Reconstructed electron density profiles for the density/configuration scan

(left) and the pure NBI discharge (right).

synthetic diagnostic response to the measured value. This allows the Thomson data to

provide feedback on the profile shape without influencing the amplitude information.

The amplitude of the density profile is determined through fitting of the line integrated
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Figure 18. Reconstructed Thomson electron density data for the medium density

standard configuration discharge (20180821.12). The measured and reconstructed line

integrated density and Zeffective have been displayed as well, showing good agreement.

electron density. Here we see that the fit to the measured data is in excellent agreement.

The line integrated effective ion charge number is also found to be a good match to

measurement.

3.5. Current Density Profiles

The reconstruction of the equilibrium current density profiles can be seen in figure

19. At medium to high density all configurations show bootstrap-like current density

profile with small amounts of edge current density. The major departure being the

low density discharge which indicates some evidence of larger edge current densities. A

reversal in current direction in the high iota configuration is present as predicted by

neoclassical theory. For the pure-NBI discharge, most time slices show a bootstrap-like

profile with some departures seen at 3500 ms and 5500 ms. In general the currents

are small, implying that variations in the current density have negligible effect on the

rotational transform or equilibrium properties in general. This robustness of magnetic

configuration to finite plasma beta is a feature of the design of W7-X.

Figure 20 depicts the forward modeled magnetics signals as compared to the
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Figure 19. Reconstructed current density profiles for the density/configuration scan

(left) and the pure NBI discharge (right).

Figure 20. Reconstructed fluxloop (left) and Rogowski signals (right) for the medium

density standard configuration discharge (20180821.12).

measured values. Good agreement is seen for both the diamagnetic loops in the

triangular and bean shaped cross sections. In addition, the saddle loops show good

agreement as well. As our equilibrium model is stellarator symmetric only one set of 8

saddle loops in one module is simulated. An average of similar saddle loops in different

modules is used to weight the reconstruction parameters. This attempts to account for

any symmetry-breaking fields that may be present. The segmented Rogowski coils show

similar levels of agreement with the full Rogowski coils showing the greatest discrepancy.

It should be noted that for this reconstruction a pressure scaling factor of 1.08 was

reconstructed. This would suggest a non-thermal contribution to the plasma pressure

of around 1 kJ in terms of stored energy, presumably from the beam-ions.
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Figure 21. Neutral beam attenuation for the full, half, and third energy component

for a single source discharge (20180821.12). The neutral beam fires from right to left

in these plots. Beam attenuation is taken as relative measure based on third channel

at R ∼ 5.9 m.

4. Beam Deposition

Using the reconstructed equilibria and profile information, beam deposition calculations

were performed using the BEAMS3D code and compared to the measured beam

attenuation. Comparisons with measured neutral beam attenuation are used to confirm

the accuracy of the beam model. The effect of the uncertainties in the reconstructed

profiles on the simulated results was also assessed. Plasma density was found to play

the dominant role in the simulated beam attenuation profile.

Figure 21 compares the measured and simulated neutral beam attenuation for a

discharge (20180821.12) in which a single source (S8) was used. The agreement between

the measured and simulated data appears adequate, given the scatter in the measured

data. The simulated results show a clear attenuation of the beam as it penetrates into

the plasma (firing from right to left in the plots). The measured data shows some

features, such as increasing attenuation, which are unphysical. The presence of these

features can be explained by how the measured data is interpreted as attenuation. Each

datapoint in the plot corresponds to a channel of spectroscopic measurement viewing

across the width of the beam-plasma interaction region. In order to infer a beam density

from this data, the ion temperature and electron density are needed. These values are

then used to calculated beam stopping coefficients using the ADAS database (for H0).

From the density and these coefficients, a beam attenuation can be calculated. The

deviation from a monotonically decreasing profile (right to left) can be considered an

additional error bar on the measured data.

As the profile information enters into both the simulated data and interpretation

of the measured beam attenuation the effect was assessed. In general it was found

that the simulated data showed little sensitivity to either electron temperature or ion

temperature variations, while variations in electron density have a strong effect. Figure

22 depicts the effect of a ±10% density variation on the full energy component of

discharge 20180821.12. Clearly the simulated data shows the greatest sensitivity to

changes in the electron density. The effect on the measured data is small as the ADAS

beam stopping coefficients are not strongly dependent on the electron density in these
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Figure 22. Effect of electron density on simulated beam attenuation (squares) as

compared to the measured data (circles) for the full energy component of the beam.

Beam attenuation is taken as relative measure based on third channel at R ∼ 5.9 m.

density regimes. This variation in density has the strongest impact on the value of the

total beam attenuation (lefthand most data points in figure 22).

Variation in magnetic configuration plays little role in beam attenuation as shown

in figure 23. This lack of variation is attributed to the fact that similar plasma profile

shapes are obtained in these discharges and the fact that changes in the beam-plasma

path length are only slightly different between these configurations. The birth location

in physical space is largely unchanged in these configurations as are the pitch angles

which are populated by the beams. The variation in total attenuation of the beam

is attributed to differences in the total shine through between discharges (variation in

target plasma density).

Variations in target plasma density are investigated in figure 24. In these discharges

the density profiles are similar despite large variations in the target density and the

magnetic configuration is held fixed (standard configuration). The general shape of the

beam attenuation curve is rather similar between these discharges while the magnitude

of the attenuation clearly increases with increasing plasma density. This suggests that

the shape of the attenuation curve is not a strong function of total plasma density. It
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Figure 23. Simulated neutral beam attenuation of source 7 for the standard

(20180821.012), high iota (20180822.12), and high mirror (20180823.20) magnetic

configurations at medium densities (∼ 5 − 8 × 1019 [m−3]). The variation in beam

attenuation can be explained by variances in the target plasma density between

discharges. The legend indicates the edge rotational transform resonance for each

of these configurations. Beam attenuation is taken as relative measure based on first

channel at R ∼ 5.95 m in this plot.

does however indicate, as is expected, that the total attenuation is a strong function

of the plasma density. Sensitivity studies confirm this behavior, and suggest that the

shape of the attenuation profile is influenced by the density profile shape. Measured

beam attenuation is only available for discharge 20180821.12 for these discharge sets.

A discharge in which ECRH is used to startup a plasma, then turned off, provides

a scan of the effect of pure NBI heating along with changes in the magnitude and shape

of the density profile. In figure 25, comparisons between the simulated and measured

beam attenuation are plotted at three time-slices. The lefthand most plot is from 500 ms

after ECRH has been switch off, and has a density profile similar to that of discharge

20180821.19. The density profile is fairly flat and good agreement is found between the

simulated and measured results. The middle most plot is taken 2500 ms into the pure

NBI phase of the discharge, where the density is showing strong core peaking. The

attenuation profile is becoming more steep with more particles being attenuated at the
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Figure 24. Simulated neutral beam attenuation of source 7 for the standard magnetic

configuration at low density (20180821.017), medium density (20180821.12), and high

density (20180821.19). In addition to the total beam attenuation, the shape of the

attenuation curves varies between discharges as more of the beam is attenuated sooner

in the plasma. Attenuation is relative to the first channel at R ∼ 5.95 m.

Figure 25. Neutral beam attenuation for the pure-NBI discharge (20181009.43)

at 1500ms (left), 3500ms (middle) and 5500ms (right) time slices. The full energy

component of source 8 is shown in these plots. Beam attenuation is taken as relative

measure based on third channel at R ∼ 5.9 m.

outboard side of the plasma (right hand side of the plot). In the righthand most plot the

beam is being strongly attenuated as densities in the core are becoming strongly peaked.

It should be noted that outside of r/a = 0.5 the density profiles between time-slices are
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similar in shape and magnitude, despite the large change in core density. The good

agreement between simulations and measured data suggest that the BEAMS3D code is

accurately capturing the physics of the beam-plasma interaction.

5. Conclusions

Experimental data from the Wendelstein 7-X experiment was used to reconstruct

equilibrium and kinetic profile data, allowing modeling and validation of the neutral

beam deposition in the BEAMS3D code. A tool for rapid profile fitting of W7-X

data has been introduced (WAPID FIT). Upgrades to the STELLOPT code allowed

it to reconstruct kinetic profiles using multiple diagnostics. Specifically, the XICS and

ECE diagnostics have now been included. Simulations of neutral beam deposition with

BEAMS3D, using these equilibria and profiles, were then compared to measurements of

beam attenuation. Good agreement was found over a wide range of relevant operational

parameters. These simulations provide the initial conditions for simulations of fast ion

losses. Validated deposition profiles thus provide a basis for future work validating wall

loss and fast ion confinement calculations in the future.

In general, it was found that the electron density played the largest role in neutral

beam attenuation (as compared to ion temperature, electron temperature, and effective

ion charge). As simulations of fast ion dynamics depend on the sources of fast-ions,

accurate measurement of electron density is a key to performing such simulations moving

forward. The reconstructions and deposition calculations performed in this work will

serve as inputs for those future calculations.

In this work a forward model of beam attenuation was developed using the data

from the BEAMS3D simulations. In assessing this forward model it was found that

the number of particles tracked could be significantly reduced without a significant

reduction in accuracy. This reduces the runtime for a single calculation and the

computational load. It has been suggested that this forward model could be extended

to include a synthetic charge exchange measurement, and subsequently be included in

the STELLOPT reconstructions. This would then allow the beam width through the

plasma to be taken into account. Currently the charge exchange measurements are

treated as point sources of Ti in STELLOPT. The development and implementation of

such work is left to the future.
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